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1. Introduction
A reduced-moderation light water reactor (RMWR),

which is studied by the Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute, needs to the volume ratio of the coolant and fuel

less than 0.2, in order to attain 1.1 or more high breeding

ratios. The RMWR fuel assembly consists of many fuel 

rods with a diameter of around 10 mm with the triangular

tight-lattice configuration in the horizontal direction.  Here,

a minimum gap width between fuel rods is about 1 mm.

Moreover, spacers are set to keep uniformly the gap width

between fuel rods for horizontally. These spacers are

installed with a fixed interval to the flow direction in a reac-

tor core. As a result of this, a complicated flow is formed

around each spacer because of a large flow disturbance.

Many studies on the thermal-hydraulic characteristics

around spacers and obstacles in narrow channels have been

conducted for a field of the single-phase flow. On the other

hand, as for the thermal-hydraulics in the liquid film flows

inside narrow channels with spacer ribs, the flow visualization

experiments and the measurements of the liquid film thick-

ness on ribbed channels have been carried out. However,

shapes and geometries of spacer ribs in cases of previous

studies are different from those in case of the present study.

Therefore, it is not appropriate from the results of the previ-

ous research to predict the two-phase flow behavior in narrow

channels with spacer ribs. Then, the present study was con-

ducted to investigate numerically the fundamental liquid film

flow behavior in a narrow rectangular channel with a three-

dimensional spacer rib. This paper describes analytical results

of a water-vapor two-phase film flow on a ribbed surface.

2. Numerical Analysis
The two-phase flow analysis code TPFIT developed by

Yoshida was used for the present numerical analysis. This

code can transport an interface between the liquid and gas in

the time and space directions with high accuracy. The TPFIT

is discretized using the CIP method based on the non-conser-

vative fluid equations. In the CIP method, the density func-

tion in an interface is assumed to be continuous. With regard

to this density function, the interface tracking is carried out

by the digitizer function (i.e., tangent conversion). When the

density function in an interface does not have consistency

with the digitizer function or the small bubbles and droplets

generate, therefore, there is a possibility that a part of bub-
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bles and droplets may disappear. This is due to that the inter-

face tracking procedure is not established enough yet. Then,

Yoshida improved as a transportation method of the volume

of fluid. As a result of this, a practical two-phase flow analy-

sis with the CIP method was available.

3. Analytical Model and Boundary Conditions
The analytical model consists of a three-dimensional rec-

tangular channel with a simplified spacer rib. Since the chan-

nel height is equal to the rib height, the flow does not over-

come the spacer rib. It is thought that the fluid flow from the

channel inlet separates right and left at the front of the spacer

rib and then flows back. Dimensions of length and width at

the channel are 81 and 27 mm and those at the spacer rib are 6

and 3 mm. The height (H) is changed in the range of 2-10 mm

as a parameter. Boundary conditions are as follows: top and

bottom at the channel and the surface of the spacer rib are

walls; every wall is the no slop condition; both sides at the

channel are set to the symmetric boundary and free slip condi-

tions; and the velocity profile at the channel inlet is uniform.

Water and vapor are used in the present analysis. The

water flows near the bottom wall at the channel and the

vapor flows near the top wall. In the calculations the film

thickness (h), water velocity (Jl) and vapor velocity (Jg) were

given to the channel inlet as initial values. The film flow

behavior around the spacer rib progressing in the time direc-

tion was analyzed numerically changing the channel and

spacer rib height, vapor velocity and film thickness. The cal-

culations were carried out in the range of the following con-

ditions: non-heated isothermal flow; h=1-7 mm; Jl =1 m/s;

and Jg =1-10 m/s.  Thermal properties of water and vapor

were calculated using a saturation temperature 288˚C at

pressure 7.2 MPa. These values simulate the coolant condi-

tion at the vicinity of the RMWR core outlet.

4. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the visualized interface behavior around a

spacer rib. Each interface corresponds to the void fraction of

0.5. Calculated conditions are as follows: H=10 mm, h=3

mm, Jl=1 m/s, and Jg=5 m/s. A large flow disturbance takes

place around the spacer rib with the start of the calculation

(Fig. 1 (a)). It is amplified with time and changes a wavy

flow and then advances back (Fig. 1 (b), (c)). The wavy flow

disappears gradually with decreasing the flow instability

(Fig. 1 (d) (e)). A short separated line behind the spacer rib

is seen. (Fig. 1 (f))

Similarly, the visualized interface behavior around a spac-

er rib at H=10 mm, h=3 mm, Jl =1 m/s, and Jg =10 m/s is

shown in Fig. 2.  The Jg is twice as high as that in Fig. 3.

Behavior on the flow disturbance and waving is almost the

same as the case of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2 (a), (b), (c)). Since Jg is

faster than that in Fig. 1, it is thought that an interface

receives a strong shear stress in comparison with the case in

Fig. 1. Consequently, it was confirmed that a part of the

interface is broken and takes off (Fig. 2 (d)). Along separat-

ed lines generating from the rear end of the spacer rib, a

wake is formed (Fig. 2 (e)). In the wake region, the liquid

film thickness becomes extremely thin due to a large flow

disturbance and is mostly filled with vapor (Fig. 2 (f)).

From this result, if the spacer ribs are installed in a line with

an arbitrary interval for the flow direction, the spacer rib

located downward will receive the effect of a wake by the

spacer rib located upward. Therefore, it is very important to

consider the optimum spacer rib arrangement.

5. Conclusions
Three-dimensional computations on a liquid film flow

around a simulated spacer rib under a simplified RMWR

flow channel condition carried out using a newly developed

two-phase flow analysis code TPFIT. A fundamental effect

of a spacer rib on the liquid film flow was clarified numeri-

cally and the following conclusions were derived.

1) A wake behind the spacer rib takes place easier when the

initial liquid film thickness is small and then the gas

velocity is higher than the liquid velocity. 

2) The liquid film thickness reduces with increasing the gas

velocity and with decreasing the channel height.
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Fig. 2  Predicted film flow patterns with time from the start of the calcu-

lation at H=10 mm, h=3 mm, Jl =1 m/s and Jg =10 m/s.

Fig. 1  Predicted film flow patterns with time from the start of the calcu-

lation at H=10 mm, h=3 mm, Jl =1 m/s and Jg =5 m/s.
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